





New trends in European Football – analysis of elaborate attack 
 
Objectives:  
The main objektive of this thesis is to explore current trends in modern football. Based on 
the monitoring of leading European players and football teams, in our case its 
Switzerlandand and Spain, we would like to analyze offensive system of elaborate attack in 
chosen matches. Based on the data to evaluate the success of elaborate attack, as it stands in 
comparison with other offensive systems, as it is used in the individual matches, which puts 
demands on team and individual players requirements. Then, on the base of following 
models, evaluate individual situations that lead to a successful overcome of defensive 
players, and use those data to draw conclusions in the training process for training practice. 
 
Methods:  
This work uses the method of indirect observation in particular matches, that I had 
available, thanks to the video. The elaborate attack will be monitored in several 
categories and will be carefully analyzed in qualitative and quantitative terms. Based on 
these analyzes are developed exercises that can be used in the training process. 
 
Results:  
The results show, how important elaborate attack in football today really is, and how 
succesfull could it be. Also indicate, what are the most common, and most used models 
of elaborate attack by teams of Spain and Switzerland, in overcoming defense. Finally, 
these results will be used for training practice, using the developed models from this 
work, that can be successfully applied to other performance categories. 
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